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Press Release: Dartfish – Tue, Aug 27, 2013 6:00 AM EDT

ATLANTA--(BUSINESS WIRE)-The Tabby Awards, the only worldwide competition for best tablet apps for consumers, announced the winners of its first
competition in 24 categories. In association with the Application Developers Alliance, a panel of 17 tablet professionals
selected 24 iPad and Android apps from a field of 60 finalists. Dartfish Express was selected the best app in Sport and
Fitness.
"This winners' list shows developers are creatively leveraging the tablet and building software that re-imagines the way we
interact with information,” said Ravi Bhatt, CEO of BranchFire and chair of the judging panel. “The Tabby Awards are
about celebrating that innovation."
Dartfish Express, used with iOS devices, is the ideal video mobile coaching tool for all sports, designed to help coaches
and athletes improve their performance. Coaches and athletes can video a performance and then analyze it to validate
correct performance or to correct errors. Dartfish Express makes it possible to execute very detailed analysis of each
performance, working toward perfecting of skills.
“We are very proud of this accomplishment. All of the apps submitted were of quality, recognized as the best apps in the
world, so to be chosen as #1 in Sport and Fitness is a sign of the qualitative work the Dartfish team is doing on a daily
basis,” stated Victor Bergonzoli, Dartfish CEO.
Learn more about Dartfish Express here: www.dartfish.tv/express The Winning apps can be downloaded from
TabTim.es/tabbyawardswinners.
About The Tabby Awards
The Tabby Awards is the first competition acknowledging the best tablet apps worldwide. For more information, see
TabbyAwards.com.
About Dartfish
Dartfish develops video solutions to make the power of video accessible to millions of users and empowers them to create,
enrich, publish, and monetize video content. Dartfish is trusted by thousands of sport organizations to create and
distribute video content. It sets the video standard across sport, education, and healthcare industries. Its video platform,
www.dartfish.tv is today’s trusted choice selected by elite organizations, federations, and corporations from around the
world.
Dartfish is privately held, with Worldwide Headquarters in Switzerland, and U.S. Headquarters located in Alpharetta, GA.
For additional information, visit www.dartfish.tv.
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